Soufferance
And
Vision
Eternel Boxed Sets Are Sold
Out
As of last night, Vision Eternel’s boxed set “An Anthology Of
Past Misfortunes” is sold out! And this past summer,
Soufferance’s “Travels” boxed set sold out! Abridged Pause
Recordings and the bands would like to once again thank each
and every one of you who purchased a copy of one of these. It
really means a lot! Another big thanks to those who were
involved in the making of these boxed sets!
So what’s next?
For Vision Eternel:
1- The search begins for a new container box that can hold the
contents of Vision Eternel’s boxed set. There are a handful of
copies left of compact discs, cassette tapes, stickers,
business card flyers and postcard inserts; the “An Anthology
Of Past Misfortunes” boxed set was limited by the amount of
blue rectangular boxes that were available. Those boxes have
been discontinued and were very limited to begin with. If such
a replacement box can be found, then there is potential for a
second (very limited) edition!
2- Planning has begun for limited edition music and
merchandise releases of the upcoming EP “For Farewell Of
Nostalgia“. These are expected for release in early 2020.
Vision Eternel is in talks with certain record labels for
generally-available music merchandise, but there are plans for
limited edition music and apparel that will only be available
through the band and Abridged Pause Recordings.
For Soufferance:

– Soufferance is currently dormant so plans have been put on
hold. However, Abridged Pause Recordings would like to release
the “Tristesse” boxed set and the “Memories” boxed set in the
future, which would contain previously released and unreleased
content spanning 2010-2014.

And what’s still available?
Don’t worry, Abridged Pause Recordings’ bands still have
merchandise available!
Vision Eternel has a big selection of t-shirts designed by
Jeremy Roux and Christophe Szpajdel and also stickers designed
by Christophe Szpajdel available at their webstore.
Soufferance still has a handful of copies left of their
“Travels Into Several Remote Nations Of The Mind” compact disc
album and their “Forthcoming Travels” compact disc EP
available on their Bandcamp page.
Vision Lunar still has a handful of copies left of their “Luna
Subortus” compact disc EP and their “Phase One (2006-2009)”
compact disc compilation available on their Bandcamp page.
Abridged Pause Recordings and all these bands are also
offering Free Shipping within Canada during the month of
October 2019! Any bulk purchases should be placed directly
through Abridged Pause Recordings at alex@abridgedpause.com.

